
classic lab stool collection
low-maintenance, simple adjustment stools



classic lab stool

Office Master designed the CLS 
series to make life easy for 
everyone from facility managers 
to bank tellers to lab technicians 
alike. Simplicity comes from 
designs that are based on our PA 
series chairs. 

Ease-of-use comes from the 
standard Grande Spider Package 
(GSP) that takes the guesswork 
out of footring adjustment and 
gives CLS chairs superior mobility.

CLS61 (shown w/JR37 arms and 
optional Turn-lock footring package) 
Adjustable footring available for 
upcharge.

CLS61 (shown w/JR37 arms) Attrac-
tive and versatile stool with the amaz-
ing contours and “sit” of the PA55



classic lab stool

CLS53 (shown w/KR240M arms)  
Great for petite to medium builds and 
based on the design of the PA53

CLS57 (shown w/KR251 arms) 
Extra generous seat and back design 
inspired by the PA57

Gain peace of mind from user-
friendly control mechanisms and 
OM’s standard 12-year limited 
warranty. We stand behind our 
chairs, so that you can be even 
more comfortable sitting in them.



grande spider package

seat depth 
 

tilting back

classic lab stool adjustments The Grande Spider Package is a 
standard feature on CLS series 
chairs and is the perfect combina-
tion of everyday practicality and at-
tractive aesthetics. Featuring adapt-
able 65mm, extra-wide casters, an 
8” chrome cylinder, and a chrome 
spider base with a fixed height foot-
ring, the CLS package was designed 
for trouble and worry-free use in 
even the most challenging environ-
ments.

From great designs to a full range of options such as specialized 
casters and adjustable arms, your working environment’s 
ergonomic health is Office Master’s specialty. Please consult 
your seating specialist or an Office Master representative for 
further details and recommendations. www.officemaster.com
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Super-sized and 
adaptable, Two-toned 
Soft Casters (works on 
most floor surfaces)

 8” pneumatic cylinder 
(maximum seat height w/
GSP is same as stool with 

a 10” cylinder)

1.25” diameter, 
13+ gauge, rugged 

steel chrome spider 
base (designed to 

pass 3000 lbs. 
static load tests)

20” diameter flat 
footring at 11” 
optimal fixed height


